
DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABDUR RASHID

Son/Daughter of JAINUL ABEDIN

ROLL NO. 30230001 REGISTRATION NO. S2202612 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,HIN102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHAY KUMAR SINGH

Son/Daughter of RABINDRA SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230002 REGISTRATION NO. S2202614 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHIJIT BHATTACHARJEE

Son/Daughter of MRINAL KANTI
BHATTACHARJEE

ROLL NO. 30230003 REGISTRATION NO. S2202616 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHISHEK BOSE

Son/Daughter of BIJU BOSE

ROLL NO. 30230004 REGISTRATION NO. S2202620 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ABHISHEK DALMIA

Son/Daughter of SHIV KUMAR DALMIA

ROLL NO. 30230005 REGISTRATION NO. S2202621 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ADITYA KUMAR SINGH

Son/Daughter of SUDARSHAN SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230006 REGISTRATION NO. S2103122 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ADITYA SINGH

Son/Daughter of ARUN SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230007 REGISTRATION NO. S2202627 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AJAY CHAUHAN

Son/Daughter of DEV NARAYAN CHAUHAN

ROLL NO. 30230008 REGISTRATION NO. S2202629 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AJAY YADAV

Son/Daughter of RAMNATH YADAV

ROLL NO. 30230009 REGISTRATION NO. S2202630 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AKASH SAH

Son/Daughter of ARUN SAH

ROLL NO. 30230010 REGISTRATION NO. S2202631 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AKASH SHARMA

Son/Daughter of SUBRATA SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230011 REGISTRATION NO. S2103128 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ALBERT TIRKEY

Son/Daughter of LT. SIMON TIRKEY

ROLL NO. 30230012 REGISTRATION NO. S2202633 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ALPESH CHAKRABORTY

Son/Daughter of LT AJAY CHAKRABORTY

ROLL NO. 30230013 REGISTRATION NO. S2202635 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMAN LIMBOO

Son/Daughter of MAN BAHADUR LIMBOO

ROLL NO. 30230014 REGISTRATION NO. S2202637 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMAN KUMAR GOSWAMI

Son/Daughter of OM PRAKASH GOSWAMI

ROLL NO. 30230015 REGISTRATION NO. S2202638 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMAN KUMAR JAISWAL

Son/Daughter of VIJAY KUMAR JAISWAL

ROLL NO. 30230016 REGISTRATION NO. S2103133 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMARDEEP ROY

Son/Daughter of AMITABH ROY

ROLL NO. 30230017 REGISTRATION NO. S2202639 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMARJEET KUMAR SINGH

Son/Daughter of AMIR SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230018 REGISTRATION NO. S2202640 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMIT KUMAR SINGH

Son/Daughter of JAI PRAKASH SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230019 REGISTRATION NO. S2103136 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AMRIT EKKA

Son/Daughter of LT. JAIPAL EKKA

ROLL NO. 30230020 REGISTRATION NO. S2202642 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANIKET PAUL

Son/Daughter of BIKASH PAUL

ROLL NO. 30230021 REGISTRATION NO. S2103138 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANIL SHARMA

Son/Daughter of UMESH SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230022 REGISTRATION NO. S2103139 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANIMESH CHANDRA PAUL

Son/Daughter of KAMAL CHANDRA PAUL

ROLL NO. 30230023 REGISTRATION NO. S2103140 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANIRBAN DAS

Son/Daughter of PARIMAL DAS

ROLL NO. 30230024 REGISTRATION NO. S2202646 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANISH RAJAK

Son/Daughter of AJAY RAJAK

ROLL NO. 30230025 REGISTRATION NO. S2202647 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKIT BARUAH

Son/Daughter of KALYAN BARUAH

ROLL NO. 30230026 REGISTRATION NO. S2202653 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKIT PRASAD

Son/Daughter of LT ASHOK PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230027 REGISTRATION NO. S2202654 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,HIN102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKIT SHAH

Son/Daughter of MANOJ SHAH

ROLL NO. 30230028 REGISTRATION NO. S2103151 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKUR DAS

Son/Daughter of ARUN DAS

ROLL NO. 30230029 REGISTRATION NO. S2202656 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANURAG KONWAR

Son/Daughter of SHANKAR KONWAR

ROLL NO. 30230030 REGISTRATION NO. S2202659 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AQUIB ZAVED

Son/Daughter of MD MANZOOR ALAM

ROLL NO. 30230031 REGISTRATION NO. S2202662 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ARMANDEEP SINGH

Son/Daughter of HARJEET SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230032 REGISTRATION NO. S2103159 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ASHIF RAHMAN

Son/Daughter of NITUL RAHMAN

ROLL NO. 30230033 REGISTRATION NO. S2103161 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BARUN DEORI

Son/Daughter of RANJIT DEORI

ROLL NO. 30230034 REGISTRATION NO. S2202673 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BHABESH CHANDRA BARHOI

Son/Daughter of LATE PABAN BARHOI

ROLL NO. 30230035 REGISTRATION NO. S2202674 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BHASKAR BORAH

Son/Daughter of MOINA BORAH

ROLL NO. 30230036 REGISTRATION NO. S2103173 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BHASKAR TIWARI

Son/Daughter of GOPAL KRISHNA TIWARI

ROLL NO. 30230037 REGISTRATION NO. S2202675 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BHOIRAB CHETIA

Son/Daughter of JINTU CHETIA

ROLL NO. 30230038 REGISTRATION NO. S2202676 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIBEK GUPTA

Son/Daughter of BINAY GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230039 REGISTRATION NO. S2202677 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIBEK KUMAR SAH

Son/Daughter of OM PRAKASH SAH

ROLL NO. 30230040 REGISTRATION NO. S2103175 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIDHUDHYOTI NAG

Son/Daughter of BIBEKANANDA NAG

ROLL NO. 30230041 REGISTRATION NO. S2103176 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIKASH TIGGA

Son/Daughter of JUWAKIM TIGGA

ROLL NO. 30230042 REGISTRATION NO. S2103180 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIKASH DEBNATH

Son/Daughter of ANAL DEBNATH

ROLL NO. 30230043 REGISTRATION NO. S2103181 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BINUD RAJPUT

Son/Daughter of MANOJ RAJPUT

ROLL NO. 30230044 REGISTRATION NO. S2202680 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BITUPAN DAS

Son/Daughter of BUDHIRAM DAS

ROLL NO. 30230045 REGISTRATION NO. S2202681 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BITUPAN NEOG

Son/Daughter of PANKAJ NEOG

ROLL NO. 30230046 REGISTRATION NO. S2103190 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BULEN MAHALI

Son/Daughter of RAJU MAHALI

ROLL NO. 30230047 REGISTRATION NO. S2202683 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. CHETAN DEB

Son/Daughter of NITAI DEB

ROLL NO. 30230048 REGISTRATION NO. S2202684 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DANIEL CHAKRABORTY

Son/Daughter of PRANASISH CHAKRABORTY

ROLL NO. 30230049 REGISTRATION NO. S2202685 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DANIEL REGON

Son/Daughter of BILASHING REGON

ROLL NO. 30230050 REGISTRATION NO. S2202686 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DARSHAN AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of RAKESH KUMAR AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230051 REGISTRATION NO. S2202688 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEBODIPTO MAHAJAN

Son/Daughter of GAUTAM MAHAJAN

ROLL NO. 30230052 REGISTRATION NO. S2103194 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEEP ROY

Son/Daughter of UTTAM ROY

ROLL NO. 30230053 REGISTRATION NO. S2103195 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEEPAK KUMAR YADAV

Son/Daughter of CHHEDI YADAV

ROLL NO. 30230054 REGISTRATION NO. S2202690 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEEPTESH GHOSH

Son/Daughter of DEBASHIS GHOSH

ROLL NO. 30230055 REGISTRATION NO. S2202691 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DHRUB AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of NIRMAL KUMAR AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230056 REGISTRATION NO. S2202693 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DHRUB AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of ANIL KUMAR AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230057 REGISTRATION NO. S2202694 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DHRUBA JYOTI MORAN

Son/Daughter of GULEN MORAN

ROLL NO. 30230058 REGISTRATION NO. S2202695 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIBYOJYOTI BORA

Son/Daughter of PRIYA RANJAN BORA

ROLL NO. 30230059 REGISTRATION NO. S2202696 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DINESH PROJA

Son/Daughter of AMRIT PROJA

ROLL NO. 30230060 REGISTRATION NO. S2202697 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,ASM102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIPANKAR CHETIA

Son/Daughter of KULESWAR CHETIA

ROLL NO. 30230061 REGISTRATION NO. S2202699 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIVYAM JAIN

Son/Daughter of PUKHRAJ JAIN

ROLL NO. 30230062 REGISTRATION NO. S2103207 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DIVYESH UPADHAYA

Son/Daughter of ADU NATH UPADHAYA

ROLL NO. 30230063 REGISTRATION NO. S2202700 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DURANTA URANG

Son/Daughter of KHAJILAL URANG

ROLL NO. 30230064 REGISTRATION NO. S2103209 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DURLOV SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of RAJEN SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 30230065 REGISTRATION NO. S2103210 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,ASM102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GOBINDA CHOWDHURY

Son/Daughter of KHOKAN CHOWDHURY

ROLL NO. 30230066 REGISTRATION NO. S2202705 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GUNJAN SEWA

Son/Daughter of ISHWAR SEWA

ROLL NO. 30230067 REGISTRATION NO. S2202706 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GUNJAN SHARMA

Son/Daughter of NITYAJIT SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230068 REGISTRATION NO. S2202707 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HARSH KEJRIWAL

Son/Daughter of AJAY KEJRIWAL

ROLL NO. 30230069 REGISTRATION NO. S2202710 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HIMANSHU SHARMA

Son/Daughter of SURESH SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230070 REGISTRATION NO. S2202715 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HIRUJ TOSSA

Son/Daughter of DURGA TOSSA

ROLL NO. 30230071 REGISTRATION NO. S2103224 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JINTU SHAH

Son/Daughter of LATE PURNA KANTA SHAH

ROLL NO. 30230072 REGISTRATION NO. S2202717 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JITESH SHARMA

Son/Daughter of HIRAMAN SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230073 REGISTRATION NO. S2202718 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JOY PATNAYAK

Son/Daughter of SHYAM PATNAYAK

ROLL NO. 30230074 REGISTRATION NO. S2202719 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JUGESH SINGH

Son/Daughter of AJAY SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230075 REGISTRATION NO. S2103231 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JUNASH MING

Son/Daughter of RUBEN MING

ROLL NO. 30230076 REGISTRATION NO. S2202722 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,HIN102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JYOTISHMAN DEB

Son/Daughter of JOGONMOY DEB

ROLL NO. 30230077 REGISTRATION NO. S2202723 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KAVISH ISHARWALIA

Son/Daughter of VIKASH KUMAR ISHARWALIA

ROLL NO. 30230078 REGISTRATION NO. S2202727 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KUNAL SAIKIA

Son/Daughter of PRANAB SAIKIA

ROLL NO. 30230079 REGISTRATION NO. S2235322 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LAKHIJEET MORAN

Son/Daughter of KHIRESWAR MORAN

ROLL NO. 30230080 REGISTRATION NO. S2202733 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LIKHIL SHARMA

Son/Daughter of RATAN SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230081 REGISTRATION NO. S2202734 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. LOKESH KAMALAPURI

Son/Daughter of LAKSHMAN KAMALAPURI

ROLL NO. 30230082 REGISTRATION NO. S2202735 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. M JEEVESH NAIDU
Son/Daughter of M UMAPATI NAIDU

ROLL NO. 30230083 REGISTRATION NO. S2202736 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MADHURJYA BORGOHAIN

Son/Daughter of RAJIB BORGOHAIN

ROLL NO. 30230084 REGISTRATION NO. S2202738 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MANAV AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of MUKESH AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230085 REGISTRATION NO. S1902798 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MANISH NAG

Son/Daughter of HORSON NAG

ROLL NO. 30230086 REGISTRATION NO. S2103250 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MANISH KUMAR PRASAD

Son/Daughter of AMIT KUMAR PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230087 REGISTRATION NO. S2202739 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MASHUM AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of ANIL KUMAR AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230088 REGISTRATION NO. S2103253 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MAYUR KRISHNA BORTHAKUR

Son/Daughter of SANTONU BORTHAKUR

ROLL NO. 30230089 REGISTRATION NO. S2202746 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MD AKHTAR HUSSAIN

Son/Daughter of MD ANWAR HUSSAIN

ROLL NO. 30230090 REGISTRATION NO. S2103254 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE,AE101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MD INTEKHAB AKHTAR

Son/Daughter of JAMIL AKHTAR

ROLL NO. 30230091 REGISTRATION NO. S2202748 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MOHIT KILLA

Son/Daughter of SUNIL KILLA

ROLL NO. 30230092 REGISTRATION NO. S2202750 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MOUSUM CHOWROK

Son/Daughter of AMLESWAR CHOWROK

ROLL NO. 30230093 REGISTRATION NO. S2103260 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MRIGANKA BORAH

Son/Daughter of BUBUL CHANDRA BORAH

ROLL NO. 30230094 REGISTRATION NO. S2103262 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MUKUND AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of BADRI PRASAD AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230095 REGISTRATION NO. S2202754 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NABAJYOTI CHETIA

Son/Daughter of BHADRESWAR CHETIA

ROLL NO. 30230096 REGISTRATION NO. S2103264 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NEELOV JYOTI CHALIHA

Son/Daughter of BINOD CHALIHA

ROLL NO. 30230097 REGISTRATION NO. S2103269 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NIKHIL PRASAD

Son/Daughter of YOGENDRA PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230098 REGISTRATION NO. S2103274 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NIRANJAN SINGH

Son/Daughter of SHAILENDRA SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230099 REGISTRATION NO. S2202763 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NISHAN AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of AMIT AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230100 REGISTRATION NO. S2202765 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NISHAN BACHAR

Son/Daughter of MANIK BACHAR

ROLL NO. 30230101 REGISTRATION NO. S2202766 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NITESH KR SHARMA

Son/Daughter of RAM PRAKASH SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230102 REGISTRATION NO. S2202767 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NITIN TODI

Son/Daughter of NIRANJAN TODI

ROLL NO. 30230103 REGISTRATION NO. S2202768 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PANKAJ JAISWAL

Son/Daughter of BINOD KUMAR JAISWAL

ROLL NO. 30230104 REGISTRATION NO. S2202771 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PIYUSH DAS

Son/Daughter of SRIBASH DAS

ROLL NO. 30230105 REGISTRATION NO. S2103291 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,BNL102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PONKAJ MORAN

Son/Daughter of DEBEN MORAN

ROLL NO. 30230106 REGISTRATION NO. S2103292 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,ASM102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRADEEP DAS

Son/Daughter of SURESH DAS

ROLL NO. 30230107 REGISTRATION NO. S2103293 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRATEEK BAGARIA

Son/Daughter of SHIV KUMAR BAGARIA

ROLL NO. 30230108 REGISTRATION NO. S2202775 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRINCE MITTAL

Son/Daughter of LATE PRADIP AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230109 REGISTRATION NO. S2202779 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRINCE RAM

Son/Daughter of ASHOK RAM

ROLL NO. 30230110 REGISTRATION NO. S2103299 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYANSHU DEY

Son/Daughter of TARUN DEY

ROLL NO. 30230111 REGISTRATION NO. S2202785 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYOM SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of MINTU SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 30230112 REGISTRATION NO. S2103304 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PULKESH AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of SAJJAN KUMAR ISHARWALIYA

ROLL NO. 30230113 REGISTRATION NO. S2202788 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAHUL BHATTACHARJEE

Son/Daughter of BIPRAJIT BHATTACHARJEE

ROLL NO. 30230114 REGISTRATION NO. S2103310 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAHUL KUMAR MAHATO

Son/Daughter of AJAY MAHATO

ROLL NO. 30230115 REGISTRATION NO. S2202792 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAHUL SARKAR

Son/Daughter of RANJIT SARKAR

ROLL NO. 30230116 REGISTRATION NO. S2103313 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAJDEEP SUTRADHAR

Son/Daughter of RANJAN SUTRADHAR

ROLL NO. 30230117 REGISTRATION NO. S2202794 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RAKESH CHETIA

Son/Daughter of INDESWAR CHETIA

ROLL NO. 30230118 REGISTRATION NO. S2103321 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. RISHAV SENGUPTA
Son/Daughter of CHAMPAK SENGUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230119 REGISTRATION NO. S2202800 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RISHEK KUMAR VERMA

Son/Daughter of JITENDRA KUMAR VERMA

ROLL NO. 30230120 REGISTRATION NO. S2202801 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RISHIRAJ ARYAN AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of DILIP AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230121 REGISTRATION NO. S2202802 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RISHU SONA

Son/Daughter of RAJESH SONA

ROLL NO. 30230122 REGISTRATION NO. S2103330 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RITESH DAS

Son/Daughter of RAM DAS

ROLL NO. 30230123 REGISTRATION NO. S2202803 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RITIK KUMAR SAH

Son/Daughter of BALESHWAR SAH

ROLL NO. 30230124 REGISTRATION NO. S2202804 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RITIKESH PATEL

Son/Daughter of AJAY KUMAR PATEL

ROLL NO. 30230125 REGISTRATION NO. S2202805 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RITWIK OJHA

Son/Daughter of BIJAY OJHA

ROLL NO. 30230126 REGISTRATION NO. S2202806 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROHAN KUMAR SAH

Son/Daughter of RAJESH KUMAR SAH

ROLL NO. 30230127 REGISTRATION NO. S2202808 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,HIN102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROHIT BARUAH

Son/Daughter of BINDESWAR BARUAH

ROLL NO. 30230128 REGISTRATION NO. S2202809 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROHIT JAISHEE

Son/Daughter of GANESH KUMAR JAISHEE

ROLL NO. 30230129 REGISTRATION NO. S2202814 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROHIT PANDEY

Son/Daughter of CHANDESHWAR PANDEY

ROLL NO. 30230130 REGISTRATION NO. S2202815 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROHIT SHARMA

Son/Daughter of KRISHNA SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230131 REGISTRATION NO. S2202817 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROHIT KUMAR SHARMA

Son/Daughter of MANOHAR SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230132 REGISTRATION NO. S2202818 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROMAN SAH

Son/Daughter of PARSURAM SAH

ROLL NO. 30230133 REGISTRATION NO. S2202819 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RONIT PHUKAN

Son/Daughter of ANUP PHUKAN

ROLL NO. 30230134 REGISTRATION NO. S2202820 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROSHAN KR. SINGH

Son/Daughter of BINOD KR. SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230135 REGISTRATION NO. S2103341 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROSHAN SAH

Son/Daughter of BHARAT SAH

ROLL NO. 30230136 REGISTRATION NO. S2103342 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROSHAN SHARMA

Son/Daughter of SANJAY SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230137 REGISTRATION NO. S2202822 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROSHAN KANOI

Son/Daughter of SANJAY KANOI

ROLL NO. 30230138 REGISTRATION NO. S2202823 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RUBUL KOND

Son/Daughter of DINESH KOND

ROLL NO. 30230139 REGISTRATION NO. S2202825 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RUPESH SAH

Son/Daughter of MAHENDRA SAH

ROLL NO. 30230140 REGISTRATION NO. S2202826 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SACHIN KUMAR SAH

Son/Daughter of LALAN SAH

ROLL NO. 30230141 REGISTRATION NO. S2202828 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SAMAY PAREEK

Son/Daughter of MANOJ PAREEK

ROLL NO. 30230142 REGISTRATION NO. S2202831 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SANDEEP DUTTA

Son/Daughter of SAMIR DUTTA

ROLL NO. 30230143 REGISTRATION NO. S2202832 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. SANDEEP THAKUR
Son/Daughter of PARSURAM THAKUR

ROLL NO. 30230144 REGISTRATION NO. S2103356 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SANKAR PRADHAN

Son/Daughter of MUNNA PRADHAN

ROLL NO. 30230145 REGISTRATION NO. S2103360 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SARVESH GOYAL

Son/Daughter of AJAY GOYAL

ROLL NO. 30230146 REGISTRATION NO. S2202835 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SATYANARAYAN GUPTA

Son/Daughter of RAJESH GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230147 REGISTRATION NO. S2202836 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHEIKH NASIR HUSSAIN

Son/Daughter of SHEIKH NAZRUL ISLAM

ROLL NO. 30230148 REGISTRATION NO. S2202838 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHEKHAR KUMAR YADAV

Son/Daughter of MUNNA YADAV

ROLL NO. 30230149 REGISTRATION NO. S2202839 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,HIN102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHIBU CHETRI

Son/Daughter of CHANDRA BAHADUR CHETRI

ROLL NO. 30230150 REGISTRATION NO. S2202840 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHIVAM GUPTA

Son/Daughter of NANDKISHOR GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230151 REGISTRATION NO. S2103373 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHYAM KUMAR SHAH

Son/Daughter of MUNNA SHAH

ROLL NO. 30230152 REGISTRATION NO. S2202842 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SIDHANT MANJHI

Son/Daughter of BRIJKISHOR MANJHI

ROLL NO. 30230153 REGISTRATION NO. S2202845 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SIDHANT KUMAR PRASAD

Son/Daughter of SATYENDRA PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230154 REGISTRATION NO. S2103380 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,HIN102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SONI KUMARI

Son/Daughter of LATE GANESH SAH

ROLL NO. 30230155 REGISTRATION NO. S2103387 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SOURAV KUMAR SINGH

Son/Daughter of SURYA KANT SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230156 REGISTRATION NO. S2202849 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SOUROV DAS

Son/Daughter of DHANBAR DAS

ROLL NO. 30230157 REGISTRATION NO. S2103389 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,ASM102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SRIJAN KUMAR

Son/Daughter of DHARMENDRA GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230158 REGISTRATION NO. S2103391 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUBHAM KR SINGHA

Son/Daughter of PRAHLAD SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230159 REGISTRATION NO. S2202851 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUJAL CHOUDHARY

Son/Daughter of MUKESH CHOUDHARY

ROLL NO. 30230160 REGISTRATION NO. S2202853 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUJAL DAS

Son/Daughter of MINTU DAS

ROLL NO. 30230161 REGISTRATION NO. S2202854 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUJAL GUPTA

Son/Daughter of PRAKASH GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230162 REGISTRATION NO. S2202855 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. SUJIT SAH
Son/Daughter of SHANKAR SAH

ROLL NO. 30230163 REGISTRATION NO. S2202857 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SURAJ KALWAR

Son/Daughter of LATE SUDARSHAN KALWAR

ROLL NO. 30230164 REGISTRATION NO. S2103405 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SURAJ SHARMA

Son/Daughter of BHUNESWAR SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230165 REGISTRATION NO. S2202859 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. TUSHAR SEAL

Son/Daughter of BIPLAB SEAL

ROLL NO. 30230166 REGISTRATION NO. S2202865 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. UDAY THAKUR

Son/Daughter of UMESH THAKUR

ROLL NO. 30230167 REGISTRATION NO. S2202866 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. VISHAL KUMAR BHARTI

Son/Daughter of RAM SHRESHTHA RAI

ROLL NO. 30230168 REGISTRATION NO. S2202869 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. VIVEK CHAKRABORTY

Son/Daughter of BIJOY CHAKRABORTY

ROLL NO. 30230169 REGISTRATION NO. S2202870 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. VIVEK AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of PRAVEEN AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230170 REGISTRATION NO. S2202871 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. VIVEK KUMAR SAH

Son/Daughter of BAIJNATH SAH

ROLL NO. 30230171 REGISTRATION NO. S2202873 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. YASH AGARWAL

Son/Daughter of SUNIL KUMAR AGARWAL

ROLL NO. 30230172 REGISTRATION NO. S2202874 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. YASH LUNDIA

Son/Daughter of MANOJ LUNDIA

ROLL NO. 30230173 REGISTRATION NO. S2103426 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. AASHITA SAHA

Son/Daughter of DIPAK SAHA

ROLL NO. 30230174 REGISTRATION NO. S2202610 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANISHA KUMARI

Son/Daughter of JAYPAL SAH

ROLL NO. 30230175 REGISTRATION NO. S2202649 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANISHA DUBEY

Son/Daughter of UPENDRA DUBEY

ROLL NO. 30230176 REGISTRATION NO. S2202650 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANJALI SHAH

Son/Daughter of ASHOK SHAH

ROLL NO. 30230177 REGISTRATION NO. S2202651 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANJALI CHETRI

Son/Daughter ofLATE TARA BAHADUR CHETRI

ROLL NO. 30230178 REGISTRATION NO. S2103144 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANJANI KUMARI VERMA

Son/Daughter of BHIM VERMA

ROLL NO. 30230179 REGISTRATION NO. S2202652 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. APURUPA KUMARI

Son/Daughter of SWAMI NATH SAH

ROLL NO. 30230180 REGISTRATION NO. S2202661 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BAISHALI SENGUPTA

Son/Daughter of LT. NIRMALYA SENGUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230181 REGISTRATION NO. S2202670 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BANDANA BHARALI

Son/Daughter of ANANTA BHARALI

ROLL NO. 30230182 REGISTRATION NO. S2202671 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. HADISUN NISHA

Son/Daughter of AKHTAR HUSSAIN

ROLL NO. 30230183 REGISTRATION NO. S2202708 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. JYOTI KUMARI SAH

Son/Daughter of BALAJI SAH

ROLL NO. 30230184 REGISTRATION NO. S2103234 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. KAJAL KUMARI

Son/Daughter of BIREN PASWAN

ROLL NO. 30230185 REGISTRATION NO. S2202724 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MONITA MURAH

Son/Daughter of BINOD MURAH

ROLL NO. 30230186 REGISTRATION NO. S2202753 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MUSKAN KUMARI

Son/Daughter of AJAY SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230187 REGISTRATION NO. S2202755 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NABANITA KUMAR DAS

Son/Daughter of SUDESH KUMAR DAS

ROLL NO. 30230188 REGISTRATION NO. S2202757 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,AE101-ESE,ASM102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NEHA SINGH

Son/Daughter of PARASHURAM SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230189 REGISTRATION NO. S2103272 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NEHA GUPTA

Son/Daughter of RAMASHANKAR GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230190 REGISTRATION NO. S2202759 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE,ASM102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NEHA SHAH

Son/Daughter of LATE ANANDA KR SHAH

ROLL NO. 30230191 REGISTRATION NO. S2202761 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. NIKITA RAI
Son/Daughter of MALIK RAI

ROLL NO. 30230192 REGISTRATION NO. S2103278 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NILU KUMARI

Son/Daughter of NIRANJAN THAKUR

ROLL NO. 30230193 REGISTRATION NO. S2103279 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NISHA KUMARI JAISWAL

Son/Daughter of SANJAY PRASAD JAISWAL

ROLL NO. 30230194 REGISTRATION NO. S2103282 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. POOJA DEVI

Son/Daughter of PABAN SHARMA

ROLL NO. 30230195 REGISTRATION NO. S2202773 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE,ALTE102-ES

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PREETI KUMARI SINGH

Son/Daughter of LT. CHANDRIKA SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230196 REGISTRATION NO. S2103298 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYA KUMARI

Son/Daughter of ASHOK KUMAR SAH

ROLL NO. 30230197 REGISTRATION NO. S2202781 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYA NEOG

Son/Daughter of BOLEN NEOG

ROLL NO. 30230198 REGISTRATION NO. S2103301 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYANKA SAH

Son/Daughter of LAL BABU SAH

ROLL NO. 30230199 REGISTRATION NO. S2202782 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYANKA CHETRY

Son/Daughter of LT. SANJU CHETRY

ROLL NO. 30230200 REGISTRATION NO. S2103302 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRIYASHREE BORUAH

Son/Daughter of DALIBDA BORUAH

ROLL NO. 30230201 REGISTRATION NO. S2202786 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PUJA KUMARI YADAV

Son/Daughter of SHIV KUMAR YADAV

ROLL NO. 30230202 REGISTRATION NO. S2202787 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PUROBI PROJA

Son/Daughter of SURESH PROJA

ROLL NO. 30230203 REGISTRATION NO. S2202790 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RANI PRADHAN

Son/Daughter of DEEPLAL PRADHAN

ROLL NO. 30230204 REGISTRATION NO. S2202797 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RANI KUMARI MISHRA

Son/Daughter of MANU MISHRA

ROLL NO. 30230205 REGISTRATION NO. S2103323 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. RIYA KALITA

Son/Daughter of BIMAL KALITA

ROLL NO. 30230206 REGISTRATION NO. S2202807 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SANJU KUMARI GUPTA

Son/Daughter of HARENDRA PRASAD GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230207 REGISTRATION NO. S2202834 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SARDA KUMARI

Son/Daughter of PURNAWASI CHOUHAN

ROLL NO. 30230208 REGISTRATION NO. S2103364 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally
MR./MS. SEEMA KUMARI PRASAD
Son/Daughter of MUNNA PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230209 REGISTRATION NO. S2103366 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHIBANA DAS

Son/Daughter of SUJIT DAS

ROLL NO. 30230210 REGISTRATION NO. S2103371 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SIMRAN CHUTIA

Son/Daughter of RANJIT CHUTIA

ROLL NO. 30230211 REGISTRATION NO. S2103382 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SIYA KUMARI GUPTA

Son/Daughter of RAJESH PRASAD GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230212 REGISTRATION NO. S2202846 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SMITI SENGUPTA

Son/Daughter of SUJIT SENGUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230213 REGISTRATION NO. S2103385 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SNEHA SINGHA

Son/Daughter of BABUL SINGHA

ROLL NO. 30230214 REGISTRATION NO. S2103386 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUSHMITA BAIDYA

Son/Daughter of SUBRATA BAIDYA

ROLL NO. 30230215 REGISTRATION NO. S2103408 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUSHNEHA SAHA

Son/Daughter of SIMUL SAHA

ROLL NO. 30230216 REGISTRATION NO. S2103409 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. TARALI SONOWAL

Son/Daughter of MAHENDRA SONOWAL

ROLL NO. 30230217 REGISTRATION NO. S2103411 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. UJALA BORAIK

Son/Daughter of GIRIDHARI BORAIK

ROLL NO. 30230218 REGISTRATION NO. S2103418 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. URBASHI MAHANTA

Son/Daughter of LT ANTESWAR MAHANTA

ROLL NO. 30230219 REGISTRATION NO. S2202867 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: C101-ESE,C102-ESE,G101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ALOK KUMAR SINGH

Son/Daughter of ASH NARAYAN SINGH

ROLL NO. 30230220 REGISTRATION NO. S2103130 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANKUSH KUMAR MISHRA

Son/Daughter of UMESH MISHRA

ROLL NO. 30230221 REGISTRATION NO. S2103153 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BALARAM DAS

Son/Daughter of NIGUR DAS

ROLL NO. 30230222 REGISTRATION NO. S2103168 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BIJOY DAS

Son/Daughter of SAMA CHARAN DAS

ROLL NO. 30230223 REGISTRATION NO. S2103178 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BISHAL DEB

Son/Daughter of BIJOY DEB

ROLL NO. 30230224 REGISTRATION NO. S2103185 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. BISWAJIT MAZUMDER

Son/Daughter of DEBU MAZUMDER

ROLL NO. 30230225 REGISTRATION NO. S2103189 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DEEPAK SAH

Son/Daughter of CHANDESHWAR SAH

ROLL NO. 30230226 REGISTRATION NO. S2103197 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DHIRAJ OJHA

Son/Daughter of UPENDRA OJHA

ROLL NO. 30230227 REGISTRATION NO. S2103198 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DHRUVA JYOTI TANTI

Son/Daughter of RAMKRISHNA TANTI

ROLL NO. 30230228 REGISTRATION NO. S2103200 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. GAURAV DAS

Son/Daughter of MANIK DAS

ROLL NO. 30230229 REGISTRATION NO. S2103214 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SANJAY REDDY

Son/Daughter of TUMBA REDDY

ROLL NO. 30230230 REGISTRATION NO. S1902893 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SHUBHAM GUPTA

Son/Daughter of MR. BUDHIRAM GUPTA

ROLL NO. 30230231 REGISTRATION NO. S2103377 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SURJYA KT. SAHA

Son/Daughter of SANJAY SAHA

ROLL NO. 30230232 REGISTRATION NO. S2103407 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. VICKY SAH

Son/Daughter of HARENDRA SAH

ROLL NO. 30230233 REGISTRATION NO. S2103420 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. VISHAL KUMAR DAS

Son/Daughter of RAM JALAM DAS

ROLL NO. 30230234 REGISTRATION NO. S2103421 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ANJALI . PRASAD

Son/Daughter of LATE DINESH PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230235 REGISTRATION NO. S2103147 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. DISTANA PARVEEN

Son/Daughter of LATE NIZAMUDDIN CHOWDHURY

ROLL NO. 30230236 REGISTRATION NO. S2103206 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. MAMTA RAJPUT

Son/Daughter of RAMSINGH RAJPUT

ROLL NO. 30230237 REGISTRATION NO. S2103249 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NEHA KUMARI

Son/Daughter of MEGHNATH PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230238 REGISTRATION NO. S2103273 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. NIKITA GOSWAMI

Son/Daughter of SHYAM NATH GOSWAMI

ROLL NO. 30230239 REGISTRATION NO. S2103276 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PRITY KUMARI PRASAD

Son/Daughter of TUNTUN PRASAD

ROLL NO. 30230240 REGISTRATION NO. S2103300 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PUNAM KUMARI

Son/Daughter of RAM KHILAWAN RAM

ROLL NO. 30230241 REGISTRATION NO. S2103305 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. PUSPA GORH

Son/Daughter of LATE BALIRAM GORH

ROLL NO. 30230242 REGISTRATION NO. S2103306 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. ROSHNI DEY

Son/Daughter of RANJIT DEY

ROLL NO. 30230243 REGISTRATION NO. S2103343 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SANGEETA KUMARI GIRI

Son/Daughter of PRABHANSH GIRI

ROLL NO. 30230244 REGISTRATION NO. S2103357 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SMITA RAI

Son/Daughter of SAHEB RAI

ROLL NO. 30230245 REGISTRATION NO. S2103384 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SRISTI DUTTA

Son/Daughter of SUBRATA DUTTA

ROLL NO. 30230246 REGISTRATION NO. S2103392 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC102-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.



DIBRUGARH  UNIVERSITY

Admit Provisionally

MR./MS. SUPARNA MAZUMDER

Son/Daughter of SANJAY MAZUMDER

ROLL NO. 30230247 REGISTRATION NO. S2103404 OF

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, TO THE            1ST SEMESTER B.COM. EXAMINATION (CBCS)

EXAMINATION, 2023

SUBJECTS: CC101-ESE,CC102-ESE,CC103-ESE,AEC101

Note: (1) Hours of Examination - As noted in the Programme.
           (2) Any alteration made in the entries on this Admit Card without the authority of the University
                renders the candidate liable for disqualification for sitting at the Examination.
Countersigned.

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/-                  
Controller of Examinations  

Dibrugarh University      

Instructions for the Candidates

01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time
appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be
admitted without the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out. Except as here after provided, no candidate
shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it, not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
       A Candidate may, with the special permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but only under the surveillance of a
trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to unfair practices impossible.
       Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator before leaving the Examination Hall.
The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her
answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing centimeters and inches or other or wing
implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography. They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar
purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination Hall or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper, writing scribbling or other materials
except their Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the
possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any other candidate or other person.
Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
       A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for necessary purpose or desiring to give up
his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without making any noise or disturbance.
       On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification on answer paper, imposable by given false
name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry
away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other examination rules will render them liable
to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to cancel the admission of any candidate
to any examination whether before during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or
examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.


